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About This Game

EZ4u is a hardcore platformer, where the man named Boris was absorbed by the strange green artifact. He have to complete 23
levels, which will surprise you with incredible difficulty. Will Boris be able to get out from this trap? Let's try.

Features:
-23 levels

-6 chapters consist of 23 levels
-23 most difficult levels of your life

-Boss-level
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Title: EZ4u
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Egor Domashenkin
Publisher:
Sergey Domashenkin
Release Date: 25 Aug, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 x64

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Integated

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 compatible

English
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PREPARE YOUR LOAD! ... >_>;

Yeah, get used to hearing that when playing this game. x) I could easily see this as a Family Guy game as it really reminds me of
the episode when Stewie shrinks his sperm ship and goes inside Peter blowing up other sperm ships (and mini babies? o.o).
Although, in this case I guess it'd be him inside Lois trying to get out to take over the world? ;o

That being said, at it's core it's a simple race to the finish game while blowing up your competitors...while at the same time
running through a gauntlet. There are various floating things to pick up that give you more money, regain health or energy, or
act as a speed boost. A number of different ship options to buy (that are only for that...er...race), but I didn't really use many of
them. The controls feel more like a space flight sim than anything else as you only have an accelerator and change course based
on where the mouse is pointing - you have to account for a sluggish momentum to get you to turn or change course. It takes a bit
to get used to...

The, um, offspring that are made are...out there though. *shudders*

That being said, this game amused me WAAAAY more than I thought it would for the silly theme that it has. I picked it up on
sale, enjoyed it for what it was and had PLENTY of laughs. ...and was one of the easiest games to "complete" for those out
there that want that too.. super cute game >_<. Love this game. Have been playing it and the original for many years. Mostly
love it due to the mods, skins, and meshes to make some awesome crossover teams.. This is a terrific simulation of robotics and
circuit board logic programming disguised as a game; but a GREAT GAME! If you want to challenge your brain for a mere
fraction of the cost of acquiring a robotics kit and electronics you are in for a real treat. I just got this title a few days ago, but
I'm already finding myself staying awake just to try out my latest idea to improve my design or to solve the puzzles with
multiple designs. I have yet to try out the sandbox mode, but am really looking forward to it. Great job Incandescent Games for
bringing this title to the masses! Thank you!. Harambe didn't die to see us live in a world with this♥♥♥♥♥♥to play. This Game
is a short and cute Fairytale featuring several Disney Princesses.

The Controls where in the beginning a bit odd, instead of moving with W,A,S,D you move with the arrow keys. But it doesn't
take long to get used to it. In the end the controls seem fine and I didn't had any issues with it.

The Gameplay itself is rather stunning for a children game, you can costumize your character and can make it look like anything
you want, you can decorate your own room and even have your own garden to look after.

The resolution can't be changed and stays as the native wii resolution. The Game itself is a Wii Port and not a bad one at it. The
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Graphics are might a bit pixely but not bad, rather cartoony and cute.

I could run the game fine without any crashing problems whatsoever.

The only thing I have been missing is personally some Trading Cards and Steam Achievements. I really love Ariel from the
Disney Princesses and would off loved a background from her. Hopefully they will add this eventually to it.

All in all this Game is nice, especially for children, the puzzles are easy for adults and fun for kids. But due to the fact that this
game is only 4 hours short I can't recommend it for its full price of 20\u20ac. Grab it on sale!

I can recommend this game to any child or disney fan. Old and young.. The original, finally on steam! Got it in a super cheap
package, amazing deal on sale. Great game.
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SOOOOOOOOOO cool. This "tech demo" as it is right now has a unique freedom of movement. i love the wings and sugest
adding wing suit alternative costume or maybe a pair of lazer blue jet airplane wings, maybe some rings to fly through for trick
flying games. Obvoiusly if dogfighting multiplayer rooms were added some day this game could make some real cash. Totaly
still in development dont expect a goal or score yet but it is liberating to rocket to the top of the map then use the wings to glide
down and land like a bird. MUST TRY. --support this dev!--. The DLC outfits fit the characters very well and it's nice to be able
to put the accessories onto any of them. It's just a little sad that not every character was given an outfit. There will probably be a
lot more DLC costumes out in the future but it's just sad to have a few characters looking all fancy and then 2 in default for the
start or most of the game.. 9/10

Excellent game with tons of content, and I'm assuming more to come. The controls are tight and have little to no "slip" to them.
If you enjoy difficult platforming then a definite buy.

In the campaign mode, there are six worlds with 10 levels each. There are gold, silver, bronze and score medals which are
awarded based on time and points (earned by doing going fast and picking up "bits"). You can complete levels in any order you
want, but need a certain amount of medals to unlock later worlds. At the end of each world, a challenge called a marathon is
presented in which you must complete every level in a row, and can be used to earn extra medals.

The local multiplayer mode had a few glitches, however they didn't really take away from the gameplay. I could not find a way
to exit it without closing the entire game. There are two modes: one in which you select a campaign level, and must BOTH
complete it before continuing, and one where you pick one of six weapons and battle it out in new arenas. These are both fun
and get some laughter, especially when you start rolling around and swinging axes.

There's another multiplayer mode with only one map that's like snake, that was interesting but only worth a few minutes in my
opinion.

I haven't tried online multiplayer.

You can also customize your ball's shape, finish, trail, etc. with the bits you find.

Pros:
-Great controls
-Tons of content
-Customization
-Built in speedrun timer
-Fun local multiplayer
-Bonus maps

Cons:
-Steep difficulty curve
-No checkpoints, even on 2+ minute levels

RATING: 9/10

. Is the idea of the game fantastic? Absolutely!

Can I recommend this exact game? No.

The execution needs a lot of work (mainly heavy stuttering, which is #1 on the list of things that should NEVER happen under
ANY circumstance for a rhythm game). In addition, lining up more than just the immediate next action NEEDS TO BE THERE
and it's not (unless you know what to look for). E.g. in Rockband you see every single note coming at you down the track. In
Klang you only see a timer for the immediate next action. Is the next action only an 8th beat away so you have less than a beat to
respond because you didn't see the teeny-tiny marker coming at you? TOUGH LUCK.
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That being said, most of the game is good. The mechanics are solid, the graphics (when they're not stuttering) look amazing, the
soundtrack is of course amazing. It's just a few execution issues that just completely kill it for me.. I enjoyed the graphics and
simple UI , Mars based survival makes me scream MATT DAMON , but i had fun with it, Hopefully we get to see what other
adventures we ar eable to explore

Voice acting on story mode is a little EEEEK but hey I get it , we ar ea new game so keep it up. sancticide gunner class will eat
you alive.. The game just freezes my pc up and i have to force close it.
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